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The life sciences industry is
becoming ever-more complex.
That greater complexity
requires a launch approach that
is simple, tested, and replicable.
A process that builds upon
wisdom gained from experience

and is adopted companywide.
Which challenges vex small,
mid-size, and large
pharmaceutical companies
most as they aim for launch
excellence? Which solutions are
most likely to foster success?

No Illusions. Real Results.

FIVE FUNDAMENTALS:
How Life Sciences Companies Can Gain a
Competitive Product Launch Advantage

RESEARCH REPORT ON L AUNCH EXCE L L ENCE

Magic Hat Consulting: Launch Excellence Research
We partner with life sciences companies to optimize operations and launch
products quickly and successfully. AtMagic Hat, we strive to continuously
improve our service: to do a great job even better. To that end, we sought a
clearer andmore comprehensive understanding of the obstacles pharmaceutical
companies face as they launch new products, and details about how they would
identify success.

This Launch Excellence (LEx) Research Studywas conducted in 2022, and
participants (see appendix A) included 24 pharmaceutical industry executives—
experts representing small, mid-sized, and large companies leading functions
across marketing/commercial, HEOR,market access, regulatory, supply, and
project management roles.
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How Life Sciences Companies Can Gain
a Competitive Product Launch Advantage

FUNDAMENTALS

5. Continuous Readiness Review
Through experience anticipate risk and
manage it

4. Experienced, Flexible and
unbiased Team
Ensure you have the right resources

2. Optimized and Customized
Approach
Create a standard approach that you
can use and can optimize over time

3. Organizational Alignment
Ensure your company is poised and
ready for growth

5 Fundamentals
of Launch

Our research informed, enhanced, and confirmedMagic Hat Consulting’s point-
of-view about launch excellence challenges and identified new strategies to
advise companies evenmore effectively: mitigating constraints and smoothing
the path to successful product launches.
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1. Earlier Cross-Functional Planning
Plan early and across all functions & engage with
external stakeholders
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Conduct Earlier Cross-
Functional Planning

Earlier planning—as far ahead as four to five years prior to launch—enables
pharmaceutical companies to approach complex new therapeutic areas and
categories more fully and strategically. Allocating time for robust cross-functional
collaboration helps organizations maximize patient benefit and needs across
portfolios and optimize commercial success.

Our candid conversations with industry leaders revealed that delays in cross-
functional alignment, target product profile development, acquisition, licensing,
budget, and staffing can impact the trajectory of launch products across
portfolios. If all team expertise is not included early, attempts to overcome these
challenges may prove too little, too late and the launch(es) and launch teams
may not be as successful as they may have been by simply starting sooner.

Like all organizations, life sciences companies under performwhen departments
are siloed, when they lack collaboration between teams. Allocating time for
robust cross-functionality is a must for a successful launch, elements ofwhich
are: focus on understanding customer value through product efficacyand safety;
engage with advocacy groups andgovernment agencies in a timely manner;
construct strong product portfolios that reflectmaximized patient needs and
benefits and foster commercial success.

Life sciences companies must be strategic: optimizing success of the current
product launchwithout sacrificing future product positioning. It is a delicate
balance.

In partnership with clients, Magic Hat Consulting reviews a company’s current
launch strategy and conducts a non-biased evaluation of potential product
success. We address priorities and schedules as well as competitor and
environmental influencers; help clients understand regulatory bodies’ approval/
timing to aid in planning. The result of an earlier start and cross-functional
planning provides a longer view across portfolios and an integrated
strategic approach that incorporates expertise across all areas.

Earlier
Cross-Functional

Planning
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Pharmaceutical leaders often know they need a
standard approach to launch, but getting there can
be difficult. Teams may be in constant flux, staffing
can be an issue (particularly in the Great
Resignation era), and once a product is launched,
the teammay be dismantled. Hard-earned
wisdom and best practices leave with them. Next
launch, a new team often starts “from scratch.”

The goal is to create standard, replicable operating
procedures that also are tailored to reflect the
needs of each individual product.

MHC standardizes the launch excellence process
step-by-step. With a team that brings decades of
experience across an array of disciplines: people,
tools, and processes; andwith small, mid-sized, emerging, and large life sciences
companies, ourmodel embraces new and agile ways ofworking, identifies and
addresses factors unique to the product, and adjusts the plan to accommodate
independent and joint launches.

The goal is sustained improvement, so we don’t stop there. We constantly
review and adjust the process as needed: updating our people, tools, and
approaches for the greatest success.
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Optimize and Customize
a Launch Process

2

“The reason we wanted a
standard approach is that
it improves over time,
unfortunately every time
we launch a new product
we forget about our
standard approach and
start again.”

– LEx Leader
Mid-sized pharmaceutical
company
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Align the Organization

Even when it’s business as usual, organizational alignment is key—all team
members must share a clear understanding of goals and priorities and are
committed toworking together toward success. Launching a new product is
anything but business as usual.

Our panel of pharmaceutical experts agreed the life sciences ecosystem is
becoming more complex. To retain valuable teammembers and achieve product
launch goals, companies must ensure that staff is aligned on the work.

Organizations deploying a product launch benefit from require a clear, concise
communication plan that is far-reaching andmindful of the organization’s
multifarious changes and needs.

MHC simplifies complexity for its life sciences clients: from sharing talking points
about the to-be-launched product to installing a central hub where team
members easily can find what they need to ensure the product’s successful
launch. Galvanizing the organization this way makes it easier for leadership to
address issues proactively which helps maintain momentum.

A resilient organization relies on healthy change management, another aspect
critical for success. Changemanagement is a core MHC capability. Wework
shoulder-to-shoulder with clients to create a culture that listens to, excites, and
empowers its people working across functions toward launch excellence,
together.
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Create an Experienced and
Flexible LEx Team

With an optimized launch excellence process in
place, it’s time to focus attention on the people who
will make it happen. Assembling the best team
requires a frank assessment of both internal and
external assets.

Our research suggests that internal staff bring
exemplary product and company knowledge, but
sometimes specific gaps in skills and experience
hamper the company’s ability to deliver a product
through a successful launch.

Life sciences organizations benefit when they
leverage a hybrid team. External resources can
provide unbiased feedback to direct the most
successful launch possible and savemoney when
extra staffing no longer is needed post-launch. Most
of our surveyed experts used a hybrid or externally
supported team approach.

MHC partners with companies to develop a
dynamic and flexible resourcing model that
anticipates and reflects the launch cycle’s ebbs
and flows; optimizes the distinctive strengths of
in-house and outside experts. The LEx team is
flexible, experienced, nimble, and efficient.

“Because we are so often
understaffed, we don’t
take time to think
through our CHOICES and
the downstream impact of
each scenario to help
create better and enduring
decisions.”

– LEx Leader and Patients’ Rights
Advocate, bio-pharmaceutical
company
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Internal LEx Team Only

Internal LEx Team with some
External Support

Combination of Internal and
External LEx Team Members

47%
35%

18%
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Conduct Disciplined
Readiness Review

Your product launch was a success! Congratulations. How can your company
ensure the same next time? Our research brought to light that for an array of
reasons, many organizations lack replicability, sustainability.

At MHCwe continually take a step back, and utilizing our leading indicators
dashboard, reflect upon what is working for each new launch and what can be
improved. At each reviewwe consider new andmore optimized approaches as
well as help our partners escalate those risks that could cause significant impact.

MHC follows through, ensuring sustainable success.We workwith clients to
continuously reflect on what is working and we ensure that recommended
course corrections are made.
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The life sciences industry is becoming more intricate with rapid change in
internal and external environments. Calming this complexity begins with an
earlier start and cross-functional planning. Successful companies then create a
standardized launch process, one that can be customized to the individual
product and that builds upon wisdom gained from previous launches.

With a process in place, identifying the right team to implement and execute
comes next, andmany companies find a hybrid internal/external team is ideal: a
nimble resourcing model that anticipates launch cycle’s ebbs and flows and
optimizes distinctive strengths of the organization’s experts. Aligning the launch
team is a key priority at this stage and throughout the entire launch.

During the lifecycle of a launch, change and risk are amplified, and building a
resilient, connected, and transparent culture is prerequisite for success. Finally,
repeating product launch successes over time depends upon continuing a
disciplined review: constantly assessing and course correcting to ensure
sustained results.

Get in Touch
To connectwith the team atMagic Hat Consulting, learn about our services, or
speak about our research into Launch Excellence, please get in touch:

Angela Dietrich
Launch Excellence Principal
609-325-8473
adietrich@magichatconsulting.com

Stef Kounen
Senior Director, Life Sciences
215-287-0899
skuonen@magichatconsulting.com

In Conclusion
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Appendix A: Companies Participating in Magic Hat Consulting’s
2022Research

1. Abbvie
2. Auransa (investor)
3. BMS
4. Boehringer Ingelheim
5. CTI Biopharma
6. Dicerna
7. GSK
8. Incyte Pharma
9. Ipsen Biopharm
10. J&J
11. Jazz Pharmaceuticals
12. Lilly Oncology

13. Mallinckrodt
14. Merck
15. Nabriva/AZ
16. Neuropharma/Endo
17. Otsuka
18. Paratek/Pfizer
19. Regeneron
20. Roche/Eisia
21. Sanofi Aventis
22. Sanofi Genzyme
23. Sanofi Pasteur
24. Shire
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Magic Hat Consulting extends our sincere thanks to the leadership at the
following companies for engaging with and supporting our research.


